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Django is a high-level Python web application framework designed to support the rapid development of dynamic web sites, web applications, and web services. It includes a template system that allows programmers and designers to easily and efficiently output their content in a flexible, extendable, and maintainable manner.

This book is a comprehensive, practical exploration of Django's template system. Developers and template authors will appreciate the introduction to Django templates, including an examination of views, generic views, and URL configurations to illustrate how incoming requests are handled and ultimately mapped to templates. Template inheritance and outputting different templates based on user agents are also covered.

The chapters on pagination, internationalization, caching, and customizing the admin application are example-driven so you can learn the concepts and later apply them as "recipes" in your own projects. For most examples, we will be working with an ongoing example project to show the power of combining your new skills together.

Whether large or small, complex or simple, I hope the techniques presented in this book serve you well in your Django projects.
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Performance Testing Microsoft .NET Web ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 2002

	This book was written by members of the Microsoft Application Consulting and Engineering (ACE) Team, which provides performance analysis services for some of the most heavily utilized Web applications and sites at Microsoft. Our responsibilities include, but are not limited to, providing throughput or response time numbers,...
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SolidWorks Administration BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Welcome to the SolidWorks Administration Bible. This book has been written as a desk reference for anyone charged with installing, implementing, and maintaining SolidWorks and Workgroup PDM for yourself or for other users in your company.


	Whether you are a professional CAD Administrator, a full-time engineer or designer pressed...
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Internationalization and Localization Using Microsoft .NETApress, 2002

	"Internationalization and Localization Using Microsoft .NET" shows how to localize code using Visual Studio .NET. Author Nick Symonds is an experienced developer and project manager of Windows applications intended for use worldwide. Symmonds knows the advantages of localization in the design stage and the disadvantages of...
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Hands-On Automated Machine Learning: A beginner's guide to building automated machine learning systems using AutoML and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Automate data and model pipelines for faster machine learning applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Build automated modules for different machine learning components
	
			Understand each component of a machine learning pipeline in depth
	
			Learn to use different open source...
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The Effective Incident Response TeamAddison Wesley, 2003
When an intruder, worm, virus, or automated attack succeeds in targeting a computer system, having specific controls and a response plan in place can greatly lessen losses. Accordingly, businesses are realizing that it is unwise to invest resources in preventing computer-related security incidents without equal consideration of how to detect and...
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Collision-Based ComputingSpringer, 2002

	Collision-Based Computing presents a unique overview of computation with mobile self-localized patterns in non-linear media, including computation in optical media, mathematical models of massively parallel computers, and molecular systems.


	It covers such diverse subjects as conservative computation in billiard ball models...
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